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ABSTRACT 

Online customer reviews is becoming crucial in customer decision making. The number of reviews has been 

increasing and it is quite difficult to analyse all such reviews and form opinions about products or services. 

Hence, there is a need for a system that can summarize these reviews and present it in concise form to user. The 

sentiments and context of the reviews should be preserved in such summary. Aspect level sentiment analysis can 

help in summarizing various aspects of a product or service. The challenge is to detect aspect categories from 

reviews and then associate suitable sentiments to it. The proposed system do this using Support Vector Machine 

(SVM). Also, word embedding and corresponding polarity score is used to better capture the sentiments of 

reviews. 

Keywords- Aspect category detection, machine learning, natural language processing. Sentiment 

analysis, word embedding. 

 

1. Introduction  

Electronic reviews has replaced word of mouth (WoM) in consumer decision making process. Reviews are 

considered more important than editorial recommendations. E-commerce sites have numerous reviews for the 

products they sell. The information from these reviews is not only beneficial for customers but also for the 

companies. They can be used to track buyer preference and grievances. This can help companies improve their 

services or products. 

However, the number of reviews are ever-increasing and it is becoming difficult to analyse all these and form 

opinion. Add it to the fact that there are competing products which have their own set of reviews and it becomes 

tedious for consumer to analyse and compare. Also, average ratings are not as useful as they fails to convey 

much information about products or services. Hence, it is necessary to have a model which process the 

information from reviews and present it to user in summarized form. 

One task for such model is to extract sentiments from reviews. However, to preserve fine grained information 

while extracting summary, aspect level analysis is needed. Thus, the model needs to first determine aspect topics 

and then its corresponding sentiment. The topics could be very fine grained or generalized depending on the 

domain and requirement. For example, fine grained aspect topics from hotel reviews are “egg”, ”fish” and “rice” 
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while the general aspect category is “food”. 

Also, it is computationally costly to process natural language. Hence, the words are represented as low 

dimensional real valued vectors. This representation is called Word Embeddings. It helps in capturing 

syntactical and semantic relationship between words effectively. In such representation, similar words are 

classified into similar vectors and dissimilar words into dissimilar vectors. Since, it is represented in numeric 

format, it is easy to process words and their relationship. 

 

2. Related Works 

Aspect categories are usually implied as they are not usually explicitly mentioned in the sentences and needs to 

be inferred. This makes it difficult to detect aspect categories. Early work of implicit category detection is 

mentioned in [1]. The proposed approach is to make use of semantic association analysis in differentiating 

implicit aspect categories from notional words. In [2], unsupervised approach is suggested to simultaneously 

cluster aspect and opinion words. It does that by combining both homogeneous similarity and heterogeneous 

relationships information between opinion words. 

In [3], a two-step co-occurrence rule mining approach is proposed to determine implicit aspects. In first phase, 

association rule are mined from co-occurrence matrix. The entry in matrix represent frequency of opinion word 

co-occurring with explicitly mentioned aspect. In next phase, the rule consequents are clustered to obtain more 

robust rule for every opinion word. By identifying best cluster for sentiment word with no explicit aspect, 

implicit aspect could be found. In [4], a semi-supervised method simultaneously extract both aspect and 

sentiment words from review sentences. Association rule mining is also utilized in [5] and [6]. In [7], a high 

performing supervised method for category detection is presented. In proposed method, binary entropy classifier 

and TF-IDF methods are used for aspect category detection. Garcia-Pablos et al. [8] proposed unsupervised 

approach in which first aspects are detected and then compared with category words using similarity index. In 

[9], a comparison of supervised and unsupervised methods is made. Both method uses co-occurrence association 

rule mining to detect categories. A detailed study of aspect detection is presented in [10]. 

Word embeddings uses learning methods for word representation in real valued vector form. Word embeddings 

generated from particular context tend to generate similar representation for contextually similar words. This 

works well for semantically similar words but sentimentally opposite words also tend to be represented by 

similar vectors. This problem is mentioned in [11] and [12]. Sentiment embeddings have been proposed to avoid 

similar vector generation for sentimentally opposite words in [13] and [14]. It captures both semantic and 

sentiment information so that sentimentally similar words have similar vector representation. In [15] and [16], 

convolutional network is used to incorporate preceding and succeeding contexts into word embedding. [17] 

Used topic and sentiment information in single prototype model for sentiment embeddings and then modified it 

into multi-prototype model.   

In [18], k-Nearest Neighbour is applied on existing word embedding for refining it using intensity score for 

better sentiment representation.  
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3. Methodology 

The proposed system as shown in fig. 1 processes review dataset and summarize it for better reading. The hotel 

dataset from the SemEval-2014 Challenge [19] is used in the system. The system consists of three components 

namely user section, hotel section and admin section. Although, the system is domain specific, it can easily be 

extended to other generalized domains. 

 

Fig. 1 System Architecture 

3.1 User Section 

The user can register and login in the system. The user can view the list of hotels, their description and hotel 

reviews. It can also post its own review on a hotel and give star rating. The average of all star ratings is also 

calculated and shown on hotel page. On hotel detail page, a summary of reviews based on detected aspect is 

presented to the user. 
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3.2 Hotel Section 

The hotel owner can also register and login in the system. It can set the details of hotels for the users to see. It 

can also view all the reviews on its hotel and also it’s summarized form. 

3.3 Admin Section 

The admin can see the list of all registered user and hotel owners. It can also block or allow any user or hotel 

owner. The admin can also view all hotels and their details. It can trigger the review summarization process for 

any hotel and then view its review summary. 

The review summarization process consists of following stages: 

3.3.1 Data pre-processing 

The review dataset is first pre-processed. The dataset is cleansed so that further processing can be done 

effectively. All the white spaces and special characters are removed. Also, the reviews are split into each 

individual sentences. Then, stop words are removed from each sentences as shown in fig.2. This is done by 

using pre-determined set of stop words. The Porter algorithm is applied for stemming. This results in all the 

words in their root form and helps in effectively processing them. 

 

Fig. 2. Stop Word Removal 

3.3.2 Aspect Detection 

Aspect detection is an important step and co-occurrence matrix is computed first for aspect category detection. 

Stanford parser [20] is used to process and form dependency relations. The co-occurrence frequencies is used to 

identify candidates for aspect categories. Low frequency dependency are ignored to avoidover-fitting. Then, 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to detect categories as in fig. 3 since it can handle unbalanced data [21]. 

After calculating co-occurrence frequencies lemma-category combinations and forming a co-occurrence matrix, 

associated conditional probability is calculated and stored as weights. Optimal threshold is then determined 

based on the training dataset for category detection. If the weights allotted to a dependency is greater than the 

optimal threshold then that aspect category is assigned to that sentence.  
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Fig. 3. Aspect Category Detection using SVM 

3.3.3 Word Embedding and PolarityCalculation 

For better sentiment analysis, the words obtained after stemming process are represented as vectors. This is 

called word embedding. Using nearest neighbour ranking algorithm, this word vectors are then mapped to words 

from pre-defined dataset. Then, an intensity score is calculated as in fig. 4 for the given word based on the 

neighbours found in the ranking algorithm. For example, “good” and “great” will have similar intensity score 

with “great” having more intensity score than “good”. This intensity score will not only help in determining the 

sentiments for detected aspect categories but also help in better conveying the emotions expressed in the review 

instead of just positive or negative. 

 

Fig. 4. Determine Sentiment and its Polarity 

3.3.4 Review Aggregation 

The sentiment and intensity score are then associated with the detected categories. An average or most 

prominent intensity score is then identified for each aspect. All the detected aspects and their corresponding 

associated sentiment word/ intensity score is presented to the user. This can be done either by showing average 

rating (ex. from 1 to 5) or by showing sentiment words (ex. good, bad, awesome, etc.) corresponding to intensity 

score of the aspect category. Thus, a summary of each detected aspect is presented to user for analysis and 
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comparison. 

 

Fig. 5. Aggregate Review for each Aspect Category 

4. Result 

The result of the system is measured by the parameters Recall, Precision, F-Measure and Accuracy. As seen in 

fig. 6 the system has slight less recall but high precision. Fig. 7 represent the relative percentage of aspect terms 

detected for each aspect category. 

 

Fig. 6. Mathematical Parameters 
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Fig. 7. Relative frequency of detected aspect categories 

5. Conclusion 

A review summarization system is proposed which detect aspect level sentiments and present the review in 

summarized form for specified aspect categories of hotels like price, food quality, ambience, etc. Using co-

occurrence matrix and SVM, aspect categories are detected. Word embeddings and intensity score is used to 

better capture the sentiments in reviews. This also helps in better calculating the ratings of each aspect category. 

The summarized review for each aspect category and its corresponding score helps user in better decision 

making as comparison can be made according to various aspects of product or services. Although the proposed 

system is based on a specific domain (i.e. hotel reviews), it can easily be incorporated into another or more 

generalized domain. 
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